The perception of racial progress is different between black and white people. “Racial issues for black people and people of color are security goals – as primal as putting food on the table or taking care of your family. For the majority of white people racial issues are nurturance goals; things you do to make the world a better place.”

Inspiring you to think about race; an invitation to engaged in the conversation.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UojLHDG_Y4w. The video is 9 minutes long.

Eric Deggans is a TV/Media Critic for the Tampa Bay Times. He provides freelance commentaries on television for National Public Radio and writes on sports media issues for the National Sports Journalism Center at Indiana University. He is also the author of "Race-Baiter: How the Media Wields Dangerous Words to Divide a Nation," a look at how prejudice, racism and sexism fuels some elements of modern media. Now serving as chair of the Media Monitoring Committee for the National Association of Black Journalists, Deggans has also served on the board of directors for the national Television Critics Association. This TEDx talk happened at Indiana University.
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